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Abstract: Out of 4171 stool samples collected from 2097 children with acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) in
10 northern states of Nigeria in 2002 and 2003,307 (14.6%) cases had non-polio enteroviruses (NPEVs)
isolated from their faeces using RD and L20B cell lines. During the sixty days follow-up after onset of
AFP, 24 (7.8%) of 307 cases had residual paralysis. Identification of the NPEVs associated with cases
that had residual paralysis revealed coxsackie B, echovirus, 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 27, 29 and 33 respectively
with 1 (4.2%) mixtures of coxsackie B and echovirus, 13 (54.2%)echovirus, 6 (25%) indeterminates and
4 (16.7%) negatives resulting due to loss of virus in storage.It is advocated that, as preventive initiative
is intensified on poliovirus with provision of portable water and creating awareness on the importance of
hygiene in endemic communities, the NPEVs infection rate will reduce drastically. 
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INTRODUCTION

Non-polio enteroviruses (NPEVs) belongs to the
family picornaviridae and genus, enterovirus. They
comprise_coxsackieviruses A1- A24 (no A23), B1- B6,
Echovirus 1-34 (no 10 or 28); and Enteroviruses 68-[1,2] 

71 . They cause a wide spectrum of diseases that can[3]

involve any organ with severity from life – threatening
with  a  significant morbidity to mild subclinical
infections .  NPEVs  are  primarily  spread  by the[4 ]

faecal- oral route and are common in children but
adults can also be infected. For instance, Echovirus has
been implicated in multiple human disease syndrome,
including paralysis . The World Health Organisation[5]

reports revealed that from 1967 to 1970, paralysis was
present in less than 1% of all patients with echovirus
and coxsackievirus infections . Moreover, 12 patients[6]

with residual paralysis of 77 AFP cases due to
coxsackieviruses have been reported in Scotland from
1956 to 1973 . Although the majority of the AFP[7]

cases are mild and transient, persistent muscle
weakness or total paralysis or even death has been
reported . However not all Poliovirus or NPEVs[8]

induced AFP end 

in residual paralysis, but outbreaks of infections with

NPEVs is worldwide, affecting many countries . There[9]

is scarcity of information on the role of NPEVs among

AFP cases with residual paralysis in Nigeria. Therefore

this study was designed to assess children with NPEVs

induced AFP that ended up with residual paralysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study area was restricted to 10 northern states

of Nigeria (Figure1.) with a total of 234 Local

Government Areas. These states were designated by

WHO for the National Polio Laboratory, Maiduguri,

Nigeria in the Polio Eradication Programme. The

methods adopted for AFP surveillance and Laboratory

testing of faecal specimens isolation and isolation and

typing of isolates were as described in the WHO Polio

Laboratory Manual, 2004. In brief, Surveillance

Officers and Pediatricians collected two faecal

specimens per AFP case, 24 hours apart and within 14

days of the onset of paralysis, and were sent in jablow

box with ice packs to preserve the cold chain to 
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Fig1: Map of Nigeria reflecting the study area/states covered in blue colour.

the National Laboratory. However, additional follow
up and monitoring was carried out on the cases with

NPEVs isolates for residual paralysis.
Faecal specimens were pretreated with chloroform

before being inoculated on to a healthy monolayer of
RD and L20B in maintenance medium (Eagle’s MEM

supplemented with 2% fetal calf serum (FCS). The
cells were seeded 48 hours earlier into culture tubes

with growth medium (Eagle’s MEM supplemented with
10% FCS). The monolayers were then observed daily

for the characteristic enterovirus cytopathic effects
(CPE) of rounded, refractile cells detaching from the

surface of the tube. The tubes with CPE up to 75%
were harvested and stored at -20 C which thoseo

negative after 7 days of incubation were repassaged
onto fresh cells for another 7 days. Moreover, any

culture positive on RD cells but negative on L20B
cells was re-passaged on L20B cells to exclude

polioviruses . Identification of isolates on RD cells[16]

was carried out by microneutralization technique using

antisera raised in horse against coxsackie and
echoviruses prepared by the National Institute of Public

Health and the Environment (RIVM), Netherlands.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Of  the 4171 stool samples from 2097 AFP cases,
307 (14.6%) had non-polio enteroviruses.Table 1 shows

the serotypes of NPEVs isolated in 2002 and 2003
AFP cases. Such serotypes include, 35 (11.4%),

Coxsackie B, 100 (32.6%) Echovirus, 74 (24.1%)
*indeterminates and 1 5 (16.6%) **negatives. In Table

2, the serotypes

Fig. 2: Trend of non-Polio Enteroviruses (NPEV) by

State, 2002-2003.

implicated  with suspected residual paralysis is

presented.

Of 307 NPEVs induced AFP, 24 (7.8%) patients

had residual paralysis and the serotypes implicated

include, 1(4.2%) mixtures of Coxsackie B and Echo

viruses 1(4.2%), 13(54.2%) Echovirus, 6(25%)

indeterminates and 4(16.7%) negatives.The NPEVs

serotypes that caused confirmed residual paralysis after

sixty days follow-up include Coxsackie B, Echovirus 3,

4, 7, 12, 13, 27, 29 and 33.  The  peak  of  NPEVs

activity  was July and September (rainy season) but

was lowest in January  and  December,  (dry harmattan

period). (Figure 2).
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Table 1: Serotyped NPEVs for 2002 and 2003 in Cases

Year Cox B Cox B +ECHO ECHO Indeterminate Negative Total

2002 32(17.3) 37(20) 43(23.2) 43(23.2) 30(16.2) 185

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2003 3(2.5) 4(3.3) 57(46.7) 31(25.4) 21(17.2) 122

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total 35(11.4) 41(13.4) 100(32.6) 74(24.1) 51(16.6) 307

* Percentage values are in parenthesis.

Table2: NPEVs Serotypes Associated with Residual Paralysis 

Year No.of Cases Cox B +ECHO ECHO Indeterminate Negative Total

2002 185 (60.3%)  1 13  5 3  22 (11.9%)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2003 122 (39.7%) - -  1 1  2 (1.6%)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total  307 (100%)  1(4.2)  13(54.2)  6(25) 4(16.7)  24

* Percentage values are in parenthesis.

C Those viruses that failed to be identified using the

standard antisera

C Samples that showed CPE on RD but loss its

infectivity in the course of storage

Discussion: Non-polio enteroviruses (coxsackie and

echoviruses) are among the most common and

significant causes of infectious illness in infants and

children . They cause a wide range of diseases and[5 ,7]

have been implicated in multiple human disease

syndrome, including paralysis . This study has[5]

confirmed that NPEVs are causative agents of residual

paralysis among AFP cases. The high prevalence rate

of 14.6% obtained in this study may not be

unconnected with the poor hygiene standards commonly

observed in most communities as previously

reported . The NPEVs, implicated in confirmed[10]

residual paralysis were Coxsackie B, mixtures of

Coxsackie B and Echovirus, Echovirus alone

(echoviruses 3 ,4 ,7 ,12 ,13 ,27 ,29 , and  33) and

Indeterminates. Thus, echoviruses play a more

significant role in the aetiology of child paralysis

compared with Coxsackie B. Moreover, the viruses

classified as indeterminate were NPEVs which could

not be identified using the standard antisera contained

in the kit. These could be aggregated forms of NPEVs

or reoviruses  or  adenoviruses  as  suggested  by

WHO, 2004 . According to that report, serum raised[11]

against one serotype does not cross neutralize others,

but serotypes can undergo some antigenic variation,

and limited neutralization is speculated to occur

between several serotypes . Another study revealed[12]

that reinfection with the same serotype could occur

despite antibody status . This implies that the[13]

antibody against a specific serotype when present may

be substandard and not really protective. It becomes

imperative to produce polyvalent or monovalent

vaccines from these NPEVs serotypes in an attempt to

eliminate paralysis from our environment. The exercise

could be very cumbersome with the large numbers of

existing serotypes, but infections by NPEVs should not

be completely ignored. Yet effective vaccines cannot be

produced  without c learing  the  d i lemma of

“indeterminates” phenomenon. This speculation is

supported by the observation that patients in this study

with residual paralysis caused by NPEVs were

clinically similar in presentation with those caused by

Polio viruses. This finding further emphasizes the

significant role of the laboratory in the differential

diagosis of paralysis in the polio eradication

programme

In addition, this study showed that the peak of

NPEVs’ activity was in July and September, the rainy

season and was lowest in December and January, the

dry harmattan period. This seasonal prevalence is

typical of NPEVs world wide, and this explains why

they are commonly referred to as “summer viruses” in

temperate countries . Currently, there are no vaccines[4]

available for NPEVs, but as efforts is intensified on

poliovirus eradication, there is need to assess the

impact of the disease burden caused by this group of

viruses with a view to finding permanent solution

where possible. We therefore speculate that NPEVs

may predominate in its toll to cause paralysis after

Polio must have been eradicated. Meanwhile, improved

sanitation and general hygiene, provision of portable

drinking water and discouraging overcrowding will to

a great extent reduce the incidence of NPEVs

infections in Nigeria.
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